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PICTURE BOOK SERIES

The Dinosaur Bunch Series
Published by Kagge Forlag, 2019-2020

Get to know all about dinosaurs big and small in THE DINOSAUR BUNCH series
Reggie Rex is a slightly anxious six year-old who lives together with his family
in the big boggy forest. Reggie is always being reluctantly dragged along on
adventures by his best friend, Tim Troodon. Tim is six years old too, but nothing
frightens him. And then there’s Grandma Rex. Sometimes she can be deadly!
1 THE EGG (egget)
Early one morning, Reggie Rex rudely awoken by his friend, Tim Troodon. Tim
has big news: His mum’s egg is about to hatch! Reggie and Tim decide to take a
shortcut through the boggy forest to get there in time. But is this very wise? On
the way they meet some fairly fearsome dinosaurs. And when they come out the
other side, a surprise is waiting for them…
2 THE SWIMMING COMPETITION (Svømmekonkurransen)
Reggie Rex is visiting the beach with his family and Tim. Reggie isn’t such a good
swimmer, so when his big brother Robin challenges Reggie and Tim to a swimming competition, it can’t possibly go well. All these rumors about a sea monster
in the water don’t help either. This must be an exciting competition.
3 THE TRIP (Reisen)
Tim wonders what lies behind the big mountains in the north. What exist outside the borders of the map? Reggie thinks it is crocodile mosquitos or dracula
sharks, but Tim thinks there are just kind dinosaurs there. He persuades Reggie
to join an exciting and exhausting trip.
4 THE TREASURE HUNT (Skattejakten)
Reggie and Tim find a mysterious treasure map in the bushes by the Rex-cave.
A valuable treasure is supposed to be dug down, all the way in the deepest deep
of the sump forest. Reggie doesn’t want to go treasure hunting. What if scary
dinosaur pirates are lurking by the treasure? But in the end, Tim talks Reggie
into it. On the way they must pass several dangerous obstacles. Will they find the
treasure chest?
The Dinosaur Bunch series is a whacky dinosaur universe for little ones, jampacked with funniness. The books are perfect for reading aloud and are suitable
for young children who have just started to read on their own. At the back of
each book there are lots of facts about all the dinosaurs featured in the story.
English translations are available. 48 pages. Format 20 × 25 cm.
Translation rights sold to: China, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Hungary, Iceland.
Lars Mæhle (b. 1971) has written a long line of books for children and young adults
and fiction.
Lars Rudebjer (b. 1958) has illustrated more than 40 children’s books, widely
translated.
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Hilde Myklebust/Akin Duzakin

PICTURE BOOK

Ylva and the Wild Goats

Ylva og villgeitene. Published by Samlaget 2020

A poetic tale about an intrepid girl coming face to face with nature
Ylva and her dad are out walking to their summer house down by the sea. But
they are not the only ones on the steep mountainside. The wild goat, Blackbeard,
and his flock also call the area home. The sea eagles do, too.
Ylva spies something down by the seashore. Something small, but very much
alive. A wild goat has just had some kids and the eagles are out on the prowl. Can
Ylva manage to save the two newborn baby goats, stranded there on their own?
Ylva and the Wild Goats is a story about trying to be brave when somebody
needs help, but also about caring for all life that abounds in the nature that surrounds us. The book is suitable for children from 3 to 6 years.
Format 21 × 29,7 cm. 48 pages.
Hilde Myklebust (b. 1979) is well-established as one of the most important young
poets in Norway. She has also written the picture book Jon og den lange julenatta
[Jon and the Long Christmas Eve] (2009) and the poetry collection Bjørkebokstaver
[Birch Letters] (2015).
Akin Duzakin (b. 1961) is a prizewinning illustrator and children’s illustrator. He has
won the Brage prize twice and received the Norwegian Culture Ministry’s award for
illustrated books for children and young people.

Tor Arve Røssland

NOVEL COLLECTION 6-9 YEARS

Absolute Bud

Absolutt Pode. Published by Samlaget 2020.

A collection of the popular Bud novels
Tor Arve Røssland’s children’s books about Bud are very popular and have
become modern classics in the genre. This fantastic collection is being published to celebrate Røssland’s 20th anniversary as an author. Inside you can read
Bud’s first novels: Young Bud, Bud Loses his Footing, Bud Gets a Runny Nose and
Anti-Bud. The collection even includes two new Bud tales to boot, illustrated by
Øyvind Torseter.
These stories about Bud are crafty and fun, and were part of what established
Røssland as a well-loved children’s author. In Young Bud, six year-old Bud and
his family must eat up their dinner, or else they will ruin the weather the next
day. In Bud Loses his Footing, we find out what happens when someone loses
all four front teeth at the same time. In Bud Gets a Runny Nose, Bud suffers
from hayfever while someone is trying to hunt him down. In the fourth book,
Anti-Bud, we read about Bud’s Christmas celebrations. Dad decides to make
fifty sorts of Christmas desserts and mum decides to sing fifty Christmas carols.
Meanwhile, Bud doesn’t have a very nice time at all. The books are suitable for
children between the ages of 6 and 9. 430 pages.
Tor Arve Røssland (b. 1971) has been nominated for the Uprisen prize, a national
award voted for by young people, a whopping five times. He is also well known for
his thriller series, Svarte-Mathilda (Black Mathilda).
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Sigrid Agnete Hansen

NOVEL 13+

Seen this?

Ser du dette? Published by Samlaget 2020

A powerful debut about a nude photo in the wrong hands
Anna has just moved to a new home with her parents. Back to the village where her dad grew up,
where Anna’s grandma still lives. But rumours travel faster than a car can drive. A rumour doesn’t
care about kilometres, speed limits or travel itineraries. A rumour just wants to get where it’s
going. And once it arrives, it will try to reach out to as many people as it possibly can…
Anna is running from one such rumour. She made up her mind to start over and to come back
to school. A new school, with new friends. But how will she manage to keep her new life under
control when she spends her every waking moment worrying that her past will catch up to her?
Seen this? tells the story of Anna and a nude photo that has been spread around the Internet. A
tale of putting your heart in the hands of someone, who stamps it into one thousand pieces. A tale
of being 15 years old and struggling to trust anyone again.
The novel is aimed at readers 13+.
Sigrid Agnethe Hansen (b. 1989) is a producer and presenter for NRK (Norwegian Broadcasting)
Troms, North Norway. Seen this? is her first book.

Eili Harboe

NOVEL 15+

Three metres with a knife

Tre meter med kniv. Published by Samlaget 2020.

A strong first novel about being a girlfriend, a daughter and a sister
Lykke wants to be held in the arms of Simeon from the swimming pool. She wishes her sick
mother could actually see her. She tries to be friendly to her foster sister, Lena. But although
Simeon is sometimes so nice, he can also be mean. And mum, who can sometimes be so fun, can
also disappear, far far away. And what’s Lena’s deal, when she turns so utterly silent?
Three metres with a knife is all about being 15 years old, being in love, a daughter and a sister,
while at the same time always being on edge, always fighting off tears, always pining for something, always burning with emotion. Eili Harboe paints a sensitive portrait of 15 year-old Lykke as
she experiences equal measures of both anxiety and wonder.
The novel is aimed towards readers of ages 15 and over.
Eili Harboe (b. 1994) has a bachelor’s degree in English literature and art history. Harboe had her
acting breakthrough with her main role in the film Thelma (2017). Throughout January and February
2020 she will be performing in Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard in one of Oslo’s principal theatres.
Three metres with a knife is her first novel.

Ann Helen Kolås Ingebrigtsen

NOVEL 13+

Angry

Sinne. Published by Samlaget 2020.

ADHD, friendship and falling in love
15 year-old Angie has ADHD. It’s bubbling and boiling away inside of her. She shouts at students
and teachers, which often lands her at the school counsellor’s office. The counsellor thinks she
needs to start taking her medication again.
Luckily, Angie has a best friend – Torunn. But two new students in the class are kicking up
trouble: Kine, an insufferable influencer with tons of followers on Instagram, and the mysterious,
handsome Johan, who must have chocolate milk and strawberry jam sandwiches every day.
Angie doesn’t hide away from her problems, instead she is direct and up-front. Angry is a fresh
tale with a gripping storyline. It’s suitable for readers from ages 13 and over.
Ann Helen Kolås Ingebrigtsen (b. 1980) works as a high school teacher of Norwegian. This is her
first novel.
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Nina E. Eide/Inger Lise Belsvik

NON-FICTION

Lemmings – a heartbeat in the mountains
Lemen – fjellets hjerte. Published by Mangschou Forlag, 2020

The lemming is a small hamster, with a thick sausage-like body, with short legs,
and tiny ears. It is easy to recognize as they have a very characteristic appearance, with yellowy-orange fur speckled with black spots on their heads and along
their backs. During the “lemming years” the furious lemmings are everywhere
in the mountains. There are millions. But suddenly they are all gone, and many
years can pass before you see a lemming again. Why?
In this book, you can follow the Scandinavian lemmings through the different
seasons of the Nordic mountains, and through peak years and low years. You can
read about the lemming and how it manages to survive the hard winter under
the snow and eat the moss no other animal likes to eat!
You can also read about why lemmings are so important that they are called
“a heartbeat in the mountains”. The fact that the number of lemmings differs
from almost none in a “low year” to millions in a “lemming year”, makes a big
difference for both plants and other animals in the mountain eco system. The
arctic fox, snow owl, long tailed skuas and the least weasel can only breed when
the number of lemmings is on top.
Climate changes, causing wetter and milder winter climate, can make the
lemmings disappear, and if that happens, many other species will be gone with
them. In this book you will learn about how species are connected in a vulnerable network, and why it is so important to stop the climate from changing more.
You can also get some tips to how you and your family can contribute to stop it.
Lemmings is available in English, German and Swedish.
52 pages. Format 20,5 × 24,5 cm.
Nina E. Eide (b. 1970) is a senior scientist at Norwegian Institute for Nature
Research. She has previously written a book about the artic fox; with focus on the
animal and the eco systems. This book was nominated for the best children’s book
by the Norwegian Ministry of Culture.
Illustrator and author Inger Lise Belsvik (b. 1961) is educated at Kingston University, England, and at Kunsthøgskolen i Oslo. Belsvik has illustrated about 35 picture
books. She is also the author of two children’s books. Belsvik has received the Norwegian Ministry of Culture’s Illustrator prize twice and attended several illustration
exhibitions.

Nina E. Eide & Inger Lise Belsvik
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Kristoffer Kjølberg

NON-FICTION

Did you know that? series

Visste du at? serien: Båt, Fly og Bil. Published by Samlaget 2020.

DID YOU KNOW THAT…? BOAT
Did you know that the world’s first boat was built around 10,000 years ago?
Did you also know that there are boats that can sail by themselves?
DID YOU KNOW THAT...? PLANE
Did you know that food tastes different on a plane?
Did you also know that the first plane with a motor was made by two brothers?
DID YOU KNOW THAT...? CAR
Did you know that there are over one billion cars in the world?
Did you also know that it would take six months to drive a car to the moon?
In these richly illustrated fact-filled books you can learn fun and surprising
snippets about planes, cars and boats.With each new discovery comes a new
question.
The Did you know that...? books are part of Samlaget’s ongoing early reader
series, Leseland, for children who are just learning to read. These books are all
fantastic stories with charming illustrations, made to stimulate and inspire new
readers.
Format 14 × 21 cm. 36 pages.
Kristoffer Kjølberg (b. 1980) is an illustrator, designer and cartoonist.
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